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Looking for trendy ways to highlight your elegant Michigan Wedding? First of all, go with a theme and make this
congruent throughout the entire wedding process. The last thing you want is your one special wedding to be average.
Feel free to integrate these tips into the wedding of your dreams.


HOTTEST TRENDS IN DÉCOR RIGHT NOW



The hottest trend in décor right now is drama, color, larger than life and making dramatic statements. It’s not about
overdoing, but creating memorable statements with décor. Colors! Color, fashion, and décor go very much together. The
hot colors this season are very vibrant colors such as yellows and hot turquoise.



LIMITED BUDGETS SHOULD NOT LEAVE OUT THIS DESIGN ELEMENT



If it is a sit down dinner, you should really concentrate on the designing of the tables. Make an impression with something
really beautiful. But, before you even do that, the first thing that people are going to see at your elegant Michigan
wedding is the bridal bouquet. That should be spectacular. It is the first flower that the guests see when the bride is
coming down the aisle. It should compliment the dress and tell the story of who she is and also make a wonderful
statement. Another thing that I think that is important as well is to see what can be done differently. You should try really
hard to create a buzz word. The same thing applies in fashion; there is always a great detail to a dress or a great color.



SOME GREAT WAY TO DECORATE A CEREMONY AND RECEPTION



You should focus on creating something dramatic at the entrance. A lot of people want to concentrate on the aisle, why
not do something in all the aisles? It really pulls everything together; and of course, something at the alter. It’s important
to create some excitement at the entrance. At your elegant Michigan wedding reception, the escort card table is one of
the first places that you can make an impression. Use your theme. Whether this is sculpted lions and elephants, see
what your vendors and location have and work with it.



These dramatic designs and ideas can influence any average celebration and turn them into the elegant Michigan
wedding it deserves. Focus on your dream and the overall theme and everything will come together eventually. I hope
these tips help, and once again congratulations! 

_______________________________________

Robert Reno offers wedding reception entertainment and also accommodates private parties, and high school proms. He
has a vast exposure as the innovative and creative Michigan DJ. He is working for Encore Entertainment & Productions.
For further information about this www.encorepartydjs.com Michigan DJ please visit their
http://encorepartydjs.weblog.com/ DJs in Michigan blog. 
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